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Cuscino

As decoration highlight on the sofa or as 
individual floor cushions, Cuscino are 
popular decorative elements. Give your 
home a personal touch with these noble 
accessoires.

pipingcontrasting
thread tuck



PILLOWS WITH FLATTERING TUCK

LEATHER PILLOWS WITH SPECIAL SEAM

FLAT DECORATIVE PILLOWS

DECORATIVE PILLOWS

DECORATIVE PILLOWS WITH TUCK
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Cuscino

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that 
deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering. Please contact us 
if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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UF45L
pillow w/ flattering tuck 
leather/fabric button
stuffing ca. 40 x 40 cm 
contr. seam avail.

54/54/0

UF45.
pillow w/ flattering tuck 
without buttons stuffing 
ca. 40 x 40 cm contr. 
seam avail.

54/54/0

UF60L
pillow w/ flattering tuck 
4 leather/fabric buttons 
stuffing ca. 52 x 52 cm 
contr. seam avail.

68/68/0

UF60.
pillow w/ flattering tuck 
without buttons stuffing 
ca. 52 x 52 cm contr. 
seam avail.

68/68/0

UF75L
pillow w/ flattering tuck 
4 leather/fabric buttons 
stuffing ca. 68 x 68 cm 
contr. seam avail.

87/87/0

UF75.
pillow w/ flattering tuck 
without buttons stuffing 
ca. 68 x 68 cm contr. 
seam avail.

87/87/0

U50KE
leather pillow with origi-
nal leather piping

50/50/0

U50KK
leather pillow with cont-
rasting piping K10..

50/50/0

UP45S
decorative pillow with 
quilting

45/45/0

UP60S
decorative pillow with 
quilting

60/60/0

UP80S
decorative pillow with 
quilting

80/80/0

UP45.
decorative pillow

45/45/0

UP60.
decorative pillow

60/60/0

UP80.
decorative pillow

80/80/0

U38
decorative pillow

38/38/0

U43
decorative pillow

43/43/0

U50
decorative pillow

50/50/0

U60
decorative pillow

60/60/0

UB38.
decorative pillow with 
tuck contr. seam avail.

38/38/0

UB43.
decorative pillow with 
tuck contr. seam avail.

43/43/0

UB50.
decorative pillow with 
tuck contr. seam avail.

50/50/0

UB60.
decorative pillow with 
tuck contr. seam avail.

60/60/0



LUMBAR PILLOWS WITH AND WITHOUT TUCK
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All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that 
deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering. Please contact us 
if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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UN62.
lumbar pillow

60/20/0

UN62B
lumbar pillow with tuck 
contr. seam avail.

60/20/0

UN64.
lumbar pillow

60/40/0

UN64B
lumbar pillow with tuck 
contr. seam avail.

60/40/0



Contrast 
thread
This model 
is available 
in leather 
and some 
fabric colours with contrasting colour 
thread on request at no extra charge.

Beautiful 
accessories
Many of the 
pillows are 
available 
with lea-
ther or fabric buttons (according to 
the chosen cover), have a beautiful 
special cross seam, tucks or piping.

Piping
Please indica-
te the piping 
colour K10 
with the pillow 
with contras-
ting piping (U50KK). See piping overview.

Allergy-tested stuffing
Every pillow is filled with an allergy-
tested foam-polyester-mix.

Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear 
different in fabric and leather versions. For 
manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out 
of the fabric version or replaced with simple 
seams.
Contrasting thread: 
In some leather colours, this model can be sup-
plied with contrasting-coloured thread, at no 
surcharge. The colours as given can be found 
on the leather wall in the studio. Please always 
specify the contrasting thread number or tonal 
colours will be supplied.
Please note: 
As a contrasting thread we ever are using the 
colour given for the leather quality at the cover 
sheet for the individual leather fabrics.
All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm. We reserve the right 
to make changes. Dimensions are given as 
follows: width/depth.
Pillows with flattering tuck: 
The measures of the pillows with flattering tuck 
are indicated including the tuck. Below the 

respective article you find the measure of the 
stuffed pillow less of the tuck. Because the tuck 
is very movable, small divergences with the 
measures including tuck may occur.
Buttons: 
The buttons at the pillows UF45L, UF60L and 
UF75L are always made of the chosen cover 
material. These pillows cannot be used on both 
sides for the reason that the zip is sewn on the 
back side.
Special seam: 
The special seat at the pillows U50KK and 
U50KE is ever made of a contrasting coloured 
thread. These pillows can be used on both 
sides.
In case of leather cover every pillow from size 
50 to 50 cm has a dividing seam as well as a 
perforation at the reverse side for the reason 
that air can circulate inside the cover by pres-
sing the pillow.
Digital fabric/leather and colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations possible.

ORDER INFORMATION
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K10/12

rosso

K10/28

jeans

K10/42

bianco

K10/43

stone

K10/50

terra

K10/54

mocca

K10/70

sunrise

K10/95

graphite

K10/99

black

• Cover
• Contrasting thread
• Colour of piping

Piping colours: 
The piping which is different in colour 

for the U50KK pillow is only available 
in the colours shown above for tech-

nical reasons. Please indicate when 
ordering.

POSSIBLE PIPING COLOURS

ORDER CHECKLIST
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LIVING EXAMPLES

U50KK, UF45.

UF45L, UF75L, UP80S
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Purfill mix filling: 
80% foam sticks (Pur-Fill) 
+ 20% balls of polyester fibre (allergy-
tested)
Fibre balls and foam sticks are a so-
phisticated upholstery system.
Its elasticity and the fibre‘s curly shape 

give extraordinary elasticity to the ma-
terial, also after thousands of compres-
sions or other mechanical load. For the 
reason of using fibre balls, a down-like 
stuffing is reached, the pillows stay stiff, 
breathable and moisture-regulating. 
A real alternative of down for persons 

suffering from an allergy.
The softness of the fibre balls, the 
stuffing power and the resistance of the 
soft foam sticks together are an exclu-
sive material mix used for upholstered 
inlett cushions which give no border to 
the planning phantasy of designers.

Inlett cushions with this stuffing are of 
highest quality. They are very comfor-
table for the customer. They are soft, 
ergonomically comfortable and ideally 
fitting to each body shape.

STUFFING
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Upholstered furniture from passion.

For almost 75 years, this passion has led to the creation of high-quality and special pieces of furnitu-
re and designer furniture - sofas that combine elegant and contemporary design with first-class com-
fort. We stand for craftsmanship, trend-setting ideas, appealing design and know-how from Germany. 
The result is upholstered furniture with guaranteed first-class comfort and attention to detail. When se-
lecting the materials used, we pay attention to sustainability and the conservation of resources.

• Traditional craftsmanship down to the last detail 
• High-quality, environmentally friendly materials 
• Careful & precise workmanship 
• Cooperation with renowned furniture designers 
• Production according to DIN & RAL quality guidelines of the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. 
• Regularly tested product quality „Made in Germany“ 
• Development at the Upper Franconian location in Ebersdorf near Coburg 
• Carefully selected fabric and leather cover collections in many colours for a wide range of requirements.

W.SCHILLIG editions 
GmbH & Co. KG 

Am Weinberg 20 - 22 
96237 Ebersdorf bei Coburg 

GERMANY
Telephone: +49 9562 37-0 
Telefax: +49 9562 37-500 
E-Mail: info@schillig.de


